Bringing the World Home to You: North Carolina Public Radio

Want to reach the 275,000 thoughtful listeners that tune in to WUNC each and every week? Our sponsors’ live on-air announcements about their businesses and organizations are delivered to leaders of thought across North Carolina. Contact us today! Call: 919-445-9113, or visit us online at: wunc.org/support/business

From the latest on health to what’s happening at the state legislature, our reporters cover politics, education, healthcare and more from dawn till dusk. WUNC/91.5 provides national and state newscasts in addition to cultural and international interest stories that delight, educate and entertain. Tune in today at 91.5FM or listen online at wunc.org.

Bringing the world home to you–North Carolina Public Radio also heard on WRQM/90.9 and WUND/88.9